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Consider the neutral delay differential equation d/dt[ y(t) +py(t - r)] + 
q, y(t - u,) + q2 y( t - u2) = 0, where the coefficients p, ql, q2 are real numbers and 
the delays T, u,, u2 are nonnegative al numbers. We prove that every solution of 
Eq. (1) oscillates if and only if the characteristic equation L + Ape-” + qle-“” + 
he -‘“l= 0 has no real roots. @Z 1989 Academic press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A neutral delay differential equation (NDDE) is a differential equation 
in which the highest order derivative of the unknown function appears in 
the equation evaluated at the present time t as well as at some past time 
t-r. Consider the NDDE 
f Cy(t)+py(t-z)l+q,y(t-o,)+q*y(t-o,)=O, (1) 
where the coefficients and delays satisfy 
P, 41, q2ER and 7, fJ 1, 02 E co, cc ). 
The characteristic equation of Eq. (1) is 
~+~ppe-i.‘+q,e-L”l+q,e-““2=0. 
In this paper the following result is proved. 
(2) 
(3) 
THEOREM. Assume that the coefficients and delays of Eq. (1) satisfy (2). 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(A) Every solution of Eq. (1) oscillates. 
(B) The characteristic equation (2) has no real roots. 
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Let M=max{r, 0,, g2}. We say ~(1) is a solution of Eq. (1) provided 
there exists t,ER such that yEC([t,-MM, m), R), y(t)+py(t-r) is 
continuously differentiable for t 3 t,, and Eq. (1) hold for t 3 to. 
A solution of Eq. (1) is called oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large zeros 
and nonoscillatory if it is eventually positive or eventually negative. When 
we write a functional inequality we mean there exists TE R such that the 
inequality holds for all t > T. 
Some special cases of the theorem have already been established. In 
particular the case pz = 0 was proved by Grammatikopoulos, Ladas, and 
Sficas [3]. The case where q, and q2 are positive real numbers was proved 
by Kulenovic, Ladas, and Meimaridou [7]. Finally the case where q2 = 0 
was settled by Grove, Ladas, and Meimaridou [S]. It is easily seen that 
when q, + q2 < 0 the characteristic equation has a real root and so there 
exists a nonoscillatory solution to Eq. (1). Therefore to prove the theorem 
we can assume that 
PER- (01, 91 >o, q2 < 02 T >o, 0,30, a230. (4) 
The proof of the theorem is divided into nine cases. The method of proof 
has the advantage that it results in easily verifiable sufficient conditions for 
the oscillation of all solutions to Eq. (1). In the interest of length and to 
avoid similar arguments we will only present the complete proofs of two 
cases. The other cases will be briefly discussed and detailed proofs can be 
found in [l]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we present some needed results from an earlier study [2] 
of Eq. (1). The first lemma is a slight extension of Lemma 4 in [Z]. 
LEMMA 1. Consider the NDDE (1) and assume that the coefficients and 
delays satisfy (4). If Eq. (3) has no real roots then the following statements 
hold: 
41+ 42'0 (5) 
if P>O, then ~,>a, and a,>~ (6) 
if P<O, then a,ao, or a,<a,dr. (7) 
Furthermore, there exists m > 0 such that for A E R 
(8) 
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The following lemma was also established in [2] and is fundamental to 
the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA 2. Consider the NDDE (1) and assume that conditions (4) and 
(5) are satisfied. Let y(t) be an eventually positive solution of Eq. (1). Set 
v(t)=y(t)+py(t-~)+q2~‘-niy(s)ds 
, - 0, (9) 
and 
w(t)=v(t)+pv(t-~)+q2~‘-02v(s)ds. (10) I - 0, 
Then v(t) and w(t) are solutions of Eq. (1). Furthermore, either 
w(t)>& 3(t) < 0, G(t) > 0 and lim w(t)=0 (11) (-‘CC 
or 
w(t) > 0, i+(t) > 0, i+(t) > 0 and )$ w(t)= 03. (12) 
In what follows w(t) will be as in (10) and statements (11) and (12) will 
be abbreviated as w(t) 10 and w(t) t cc, respectively. 
3. METHOD OF PROOF 
The proof that (A) implies (B) is simple. Assume every solution 
oscillates. Then for every ;1 E R, e”’ is not a solution of Eq. (1). So the 
characteristic equation has no real roots. 
The proof that (B) implies (A) is complicated. Assume the characteristic 
equation has no real roots. For the sake of contradiction assume there 
exists an eventually positive solution y(t). By Lemma 2 there exists a solu- 
tion to Eq. (1) w(t) satisfying either w(t) J 0 or w(t) r co. The theorem is 
now split into the following nine cases: 
1. p>o, w(t)10 
2. p>o, w(t)TCo, s<a2 
3. p>o, w(t)Tog, T>62 
4. p<o, w(t)lO, a]>a*, 720, 
5. p<o, w(t)JO, a,>02, 5<02 
6. p-co, w(t)JO, ~~i<a* 
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7. p-co, w(r)tco, cT,>a,, r3cTz 
8. p<O, w(t)foo, CT, >a,, T<CJ* 
9. p<o, w(t)fco, 0, <cT2. 
In each case we construct a sequence of solutions of Eq. (1) { ~,(t)};l”=~ 
with the same properties [ (11) or (12)] as w(t). The proof continues by 
defining 
and 
A,= (130: ~,(t)+nw,(t),<o} if w(t)10 
A,= {A>O: -tii,(t)+~w,(t)<O) if w(t)roo 
Note that OE/~, for all n. Also, if O<a<b and been, then UE/~,. 
The proof is completed by showing that the following contradictory 
properties hold: 
PI. There exist nonnegative numbers A,, A2 such that A, E n LI,, and 
&$U 4. 
P There exists a positive number ,D such that if AE/~,, then 
A+/&+,. 
Since this is a contradiction there cannot exist an eventually positive 
solution to Eq. (1). Hence every solution oscillates and the proof of the 
theorem will be complete. 
The following lemma, extracted from [4], is sometimes used to find 
224u A”. 
LEMMA 3. Assume w(t) 7 co, c( > 0, A > 0, and 
w,(t + ct) < Aw,(t). 
Then A > 1 and 
Case 3. There is a minor change in the method outlined above and we 
present a complete proof. 
Case 7 and Case 8. The above method worked when p E (- 1,O). For 
PE (-co, - l] we did not explicitly find A,$ U ,4,. But if there is no such 
2, we have violated the fact that solutions do not grow faster than 
exponentials [6, p. 261. 
In every other case we find i, E fl /i, and /2,$ U A, expressed in terms of 
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the coefficients and delays. This immediately results in easily verifiable 
sufficient conditions for oscillation of all solutions to Eq. (1). For this 
reason the method of proof is extremely powerful. Since the arguments are 
similar and for the sake of economy we will only present the complete 
proof of a typical case. The one chosen for this purpose is Case 9. For each 
of the other cases we define the sequences {w,(t)} used in the proof. 
4. PROOF OF CASE 3 
In this case p > 0, w(t) t co, and t > c2. By Lemma 1, the delays satisfy 
The following lemma will be used to prove P,. 
LEMMA 4. Assume w,(t) T 00 and ,I E A,. Then 
-w,,(t-a)+lj--aw.(s)ds<O for t,<t-cc 
4 
Proof Since A E A, we have 
- 6Jn( t) + /lw,(t) < 0. 
The result follows by integrating over [to, t - ct] and using the fact that 
wrdto) ’ 0. 
Now set 
A = 41+q2 
0 
91(u1- c2) 
(where m is as in Lemma 2) 
A,=&--l+p for n = 1, 2, . . . 
w,(t)= - [w(t)+pw(t-T)] +ql /r’Io; w(s)ds 
c = _(41+~,p)Cw,-,(to)+pw,-,(to-~)l n 
(s1+ q2) 
for n = 1, 2, . . . 
w,(t)= -Cw,-I(r)+pw,_,(f--r)]+(q,+~.p)f’-u2w,-,(s)dr 
10 
+ cn for n = 1, 2, . . . 
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and 
The proof will follow by a series of claims. 
Claim 1. The function n,Jt) is a solution to Eq. ( 1) and wO( t) has the 
properties in (12). 
Claim 2. &E A,. 
Claim 3. For n = 1, 2, . . . . w,(t) is a solution to Eq. (1) and w,(t) has the 
properties in (12). 
Claim 4. A* $ U A,. 
Claim 5. If 2, E A,, then %,+ , E A,, , . 
If we prove each claim we have reached a contradiction. Hence there 
does not exist an eventually positive solution y(t) and every solution 
oscillates. 
Remark. If G* = 0, then set y(t) = ePY2’x(t) and Eq. (1) is transformed 
to a NDDE with positive coefficients. Since the theorem has been proved 
in this case, see [7], we may assume g2 > 0. 
Proof of Claim 1. By Lemma 1 in [2] w,(t) is a solution to Eq. ( 1). 
Since 
and 
%(t) = (s, + 42) d- 02) > 0 
b&)(t)=(q, +q*) liJ(t-a)>O, 
it follows that lim,, o. w,(t) = cc and w,(t) > 0. 
Proof of Claim 2. From the definition of w,(t) we have 
w,(t) < 41(a, - 02) w(r- g*) 
and 
-“t()(t)+(qj +q*) w(t-oa,)=O. 
Therefore, 
- &‘o( t) + (cl,+ 92) 
41(0, - 02) 
we(t) < 0 
and the proof is complete. 
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Proof of Claim 3. By Lemma 1 in [2] w,(t) is a solution to Eq. (1). 
Since 
~,(~)=q,w,~,(~--o,)+(q,+q,+~,P)w,-,(~-(T2)>0 
and 
it follows that lim, _ ~ w,(t) = m and w,(t) >O. 
Proof of Claim 4. For any n set 
z(t) = - [w,(t) +pw,(t- z)] + q1 I’-“’ w,(s) ds. 
, - 0, 
Since i(t) > 0 and i(t) > 0 it follows that z(t) > 0. Therefore, 
which implies 
or 
w,(t) < 41(a, - a21 W”(f - (72) 
w,(t + cJ2) < 41(01- c2) w,(r). 
By Lemma 3 
and since this holds for all n the proof is complete. 
Proof of Claim 5. Assume 2, E A,. We need to show I, + , E A, + 1, 
where A,,+, = A,, + p. We have 
- “ii,, I(l) + (A + PI w,+ I(l) 
= -qlwn(t-a,)+;l,q, Jr-“’ w,(s)ds 
10 
f - 62 1-Q 
+ bll I w,(s) ds + wl I-0, I w,(s) ds - (A + PL) PW,(~ - t) kl 
+ (1, + PL) ~2, It;-’ w,(s) ds 
+ (&I + CL) P&l {‘_p’ w,(s) ds - (ql+ q2 + LP) wn(r - 0.2) 
- (1, + PI w,(t) + (&I + PL)C”. 
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By Lemma 4, 
- +?I+ I(t) + (4? + PL) w,,+- I(l) 
+ (4 + P) P&l J,‘_ ,‘ w,(s) ds - (s, + qz + 4~) w,(t - ~2) 
- (&I + PL) w,(t) + (A + P)G. 
Set w,(t) = e”“‘fj,(t), Since d,(t) is increasing 
-~,+,(t)+(;i,+~Ow,+,(t) 
+ (A, + p) pe”.” - (ql + q2 + inp)ein(‘P”” 
*--r 
<dn(t-02)ei”’ q,(e-“.u:-e~j..“l)+~Le”nY2 
[ n 
+ (l,+p) p(e~j..~2-e-j..~)-q,e~j.~~2-q2e-j.~~2 
-Anpe~l”u*-A,-,u+ (&I + P)C” 
q4,( t - a2)eAn’ 1 
<dn(tpa2jeinf ..-An-)\npe-;.nr -qle-Lnai -q2e-j.nu2 
[ 
+ !.f.i e - j.,m + ppe - Lo2 + (4 + PL)Cn 
n 1 w,(t--2) ’ 
Now let m be as in Lemma 2 and note that for r sufficiently large 
(I., + p)c,/w,( t - a2) < m/2. Hence, 
-tii,+I(t)+(~,+II)w,+l(t) 
<d,(t-a2)ein’ -t+y+pp 
[ I 
< qi,(t - a2)ei.“’ [ -;+&+P)]=o. 
The proof of Claim 5 is complete. Since we have reached a contradiction 
the proof of Case 3 is complete. 
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5. PROOF OF CASE 9 
In this case p < 0, w(t) t co, and 0, < cr2. By Lemma 1 the delays satisfy 
a,<o,<r. 
By Lemma 7a in [2], p -c - 1. Set 
w,(t) = w(t) 
w,(t)= - Cwn-I(f)+PWn- ,(t-711 for n = 1, 2, . . . 
p= -m (where m is as in Lemma 2) 
P 
and 
1 = 41+42 
1 
- (1 +P) 
A Jn(-p) 
2 
7 . 
The proof will be as described in Section 3. That is, we show that, for each 
n, w,(t) is a solution to Eq. (1) and satisfies (12). The proof is completed 
by proving P, and P,. 
By Lemma 1 in [2] w,(t) is a solution to Eq. (1). Furthermore, 
~,(t)=qlw,-,(t-o,)+q,w,-.,(t-o,) 
>(4,+92)w,-I(t-~2)>0 
and 
~ii,(t)=q1”t,~,(t-a,)+q,~~~,(t-a2) 
>(q,+q2)~in-l(t-u2)>0. 
Hence lim f _ o. w,(t) = cc and w,(t) > 0. Since w,(t) is a solution to Eq. (l), 
a,(t)+p3,(t-7)+q,w,(t-~a,)+q,w,(t-~2)=0. 
Therefore 
(1+P)~,(~-7)+(ql+q2)wn(~--a,)<O 
which implies 
(l +P) *nCf - ai) + (41+ 92) wn(t- g2) Co. 
We now have 
which proves that 1, E A, for all n. 
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To show 2, $ U ,4, note that since u’,+ ,(t) > 0 we have 
-pw,,(t - 7) > M’,,(l) 
or 
w,(t+ 7)< -p',,(t) 
and by Lemma 3, A, 4 /1, for all n. 
We now prove Pz. Assume 1 E A,,. Then 
- k+I(r)+ Q+d w,,+,W 
= -q,w,(r-a,)-q,w,(t--a,)-(~+~)W,(t)-(~+~)PW,(I-Z~ 
Set 
w,(t) = e”‘#,( t). 
Then 
-~~+l(t)+(n+~)w,+,(t) 
~e~'~n(t--o,)[-q,e-""'-q,e~""Z-(1+/*)-(~+~)pe~"'] 
~e"'~,(t-a,)[-m-caped"'] <e"'q3,(t-a,)[-m-pp]=O. 
The proof of Case 9 is complete. 
6. TRANSFORMATIONS FOR THE OTHER CASES 
The following is a list of the transformations used in the remaining cases. 
In each case u’~ = UJ. 
Case Transformation 
1, 4 W,(t)=W*-,(t)+pw,-I(t-t) 
5, 6 w,(t)= Cw,-l(t)+PWn~I(t-7)l-q1 J,-., wnpl(s)ds 
2, 7 w,(t)= -cw,~,(t)+pw,~,(t-7)l+q,j,~~~2w,~1(S)d?l 
8 w,(t)= - Cwn-,(t)+pw,-,(t-7)l +q, j,I+:, w,-,(s)ds 
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7. CONCLUSION 
The method of proof used to establish the theorem is beautiful but 
lengthy. The distinct advantage to the method is the easily verifiable 
sufficient conditions for oscillation of Eq. (1). Given values of the coeffi- 
cients and delays it is not easy to check if the characteristic equation (3) 
has any real roots. In this section we present an easily verifiable condition. 
An abundance of similar conditions can be found in [ 11. 
Consider the proof of Case 9. Since /i, is an interval, I, E U A,, and 
& 4 n /i, we have a contradiction if & d ll. 
COROLLARY. Consider the NDDE (1). Assume the following conditions 
hold: 
(i) p< -1, o,<a,d~, and l+p+q,(a,-a,)<0 
(ii) ln( -PI/r G (ql + qd/ - (1 +P). 
Then every solution of Eq. (1) oscillates. 
Proof: By Lemma 8b in [2] condition (i) implies w(t)? co. The 
corollary then follows by the proof of Case 9. 
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